AGING INFRASTRUCTURE: COMING SOON TO A CITY NEAR YOU

WARNING
UNSAFE FOR SWIMMING

Water temporarily POLLUTED because of high bacteria levels which may pose a risk to your health
RIVER MONITOR
The Complete Water Monitoring System

The Global River System includes everything you need to continuously monitor streams and rivers.

- Flow Probe
- Water Level Logger
- Environmental Sampler

Plus complete accessories, software, and measurement manuals.

Also available are water quality meters and systems, chemical analysis kits and Satellite Internet Telemetry.

1-800-876-1172 Visit our online catalog at: www.globalw.com

Global Water
The Leader in Water Instrumentation
More pipes are bursting and more sewage overflows are occurring in cities where aging pipes and treatment systems have not been replaced or upgraded. This problem has remained hidden except from those unfortunate few who have had a personal experience with it. How can such a critical issue as this be ignored by the general populace and our elected officials? This issue of IMPACT will introduce you to what is happening, why many cities and elected officials at the local and national levels are doing nothing, and why it is imperative that as a nation we address this problem now. To balance this gloomy picture with a bright side, there are articles discussing strategies and technologies available to solve this problem, if only Americans can generate the political will to implement their use.